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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the nonautonomous Volterra difference systems with infinite delay 
x(n + 1) = ~ A(n)K(n- s)x(s), 
S: - -OO 
n > no > 0, (1.1) 
and its perturbed system 
y(n+l)= ~ {A(n)K(n-s)+D(n,s)}y(s), n>_no>O, (1.2) 
$~- -00  
where A(n), K(n - s), and D(n,s) are q x q matrices defined for n E Z + := {0, 1,2,... },s E 
Z := { . . . , -1 ,0 ,1 , . . .  } with n >_ s. 
The Volterra difference quations arise in numerical discrete approximations of Volterra integral 
or integro-differential equations. The Volterra difference equations can be also considered as 
natural  generalizations of difference quations, but the properties of Volterra difference quations 
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and difference quations are not identical. The Volterra difference systems can be used in the 
modelling of real phenomena in economy and ecology (see [1]). 
Systems (1.1) and (1.2) can be modelled as a functional difference quation with infinite delay 
with initial condition in an abstract phase space. These spaces are introduced by Hale and Kato 
(see [2]) for studying the qualitative theory of functional differential equations with unbounded 
delay (see [2-5]). Most of the literature devoted to this subject assumes a finite delay and not 
considered initial condition in an abstract phase space. For these reasons, there has been an 
increasing interest o study abstract retarded functional difference quations with infinite delay. 
As a concrete model for this class of equations, we study Volterra difference systems with infinite 
delay which has attracted the attention of several authors in recent years. We only mention the 
works of' Murakami [6,7], Elaydi et al. [8], Cuewts and Pinto [9]. 
In a recent paper, Cuevas and Pinto [9] considered the asymptotic equivalence between weighted 
bounded solutions of autonomous Volterra difference systems and its perturbed system. The 
asymptotic theory for differential equations is well established. However, the analogue theory for 
difference quations is lagging behind. Poincar6 [10] laid the foundation of the asymptotic theory 
of both linear difference and differential equation to be continued later [11,12]. In difference 
equations, numerous publications appeared recently (see [6 9,13-18]). 
Our first purpose in this paper will be to investigate the correspondence b tween weighted 
bounded solutions of nonautonomous Volterra difference systems and its perturbed system. In a 
recent paper, Pinto [18] has established results of existence of convergent solutions of nonlinear dif- 
ference systems. We will study the existence of weighted convergent solutions for nonautonomous 
Volterra difference systems. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the definitions and preliminary results to 
be used in the theorems tated and proved in this article. In Section 3, we study the asymptotic 
relation between weighted bounded solutions of equation (1.1) and its perturbed system under the 
hypothesis that system (1.1) possesses a (kl, k2)-dichotomy which is compensated. In Section 4, 
we study the existence of weighted convergent solutions of equation (1.2). In Section 5, we present 
some examples to illustrate the usefulness of our results. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let {a(t)}tcz- be an arbitrary positive increasing sequence. Throughout his work, the fol- 
lowing assumption is made on IQn) and D('n, s): 
• I/((,z)la(~*) < oo and sup ~ ID(zz, s)la(,z- s) < o~. (H.1) 
By virtue of assumption (H.1), systems (1.1) and (1.2) are viewed as flmctional difference qua- 
tions on an abstract phase space (see [7] or [2]). A typical phase space is the Banach space 
t6(-,~)~ } 
B~ &:Z- -~C 't: sup - -  <oc  . 
The space B~, equipped with the norm 
bO(-,OI 
[lObl sup ~( ,~,  ¢cB . ,  
nE2~+ 
satisfies the axiomatic definition the phase space. Indeed, system (1.1) can be written as a 
functional difference quation of the form 
x(,~ + ~) = L(.,~,x~), (2.2) 
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where L : [no, oo) x B,~ -+ C q is defined by 
OO 
L(n, ¢) = A(n) E K( j )¢ ( - j ) ,  
j=0 
for all ¢ E Ba,  n > no, and xn is a flmction in B~ defined as xn(s) = x(n + s), s ~ Z- .  We will 
denote by x.  the B~,-valued function on [~0, oc) defined by n --~ :r~. 
For any n _> r, let T(n,  r)  denote the solution operator of equation (2.2). Then T(n,  r )¢  = 
x,~(7, ¢) for ¢ E Ba.  Moreover, we will denote by x( . ,  7, ¢) the solution of equation (2.2) passing 
through (r, ¢). It can be easily verified that T(.n,, r) is a bounded linear operator  on Ba and 
satisfies the following properties: 
(2.a) 
I, >_ 
We now give the following fundamental  concept. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let tg 1 and t~ 2 1)e two positive sequences. IVe say that the system of linear 
functional difference quation (2.2) admits a (k~, k2)-dichotomy, if the solution operator T(n, r) 
satisfies the following property. There exists positive constant M and a projection operator P(T) : 
B~ -~ B~, (P(z) = P2(r) ), r C Z, such that if Q(r) = I - P(r), then 
(i) T(n, r )P(r)  = P(n)T(n, r ) ,n  > r; 
(ii) the restriction T(n,r) lR(Q(r)) ,  n >_ r, is an isomorphism of R(Q(r)) onto R(Q(n)) 
(R(Q(.)) denotes the range of Q(.)) and we detine T(r, n) as the inverse mapping; 
(iii) IT(n, r)P(r) l  <_~ Mk~(n)kl(r) -~, n >> r; 
(iv) IT(n, _<; _> 
We shall say that the (kl, h2)-dichotono" is compensated iff there exists a positive constant 
C > 1 such that 
~:l(/Z)/Cl(lr~) -1 ~ Clg2(?t)k2(H~) -1,  ~l ~ ?1~,. 
The ordinary (/*'t = /*'2 = 1, see [19]), exponential (kl(n) = e -°~,  h2(n) = e ~'~, a > 0, 
see [20]), "expo-ordinary" (kt(n) = e -~,  /*'2 = 1) and "ordinary-expo" (kl = 1, kz(n) = e -~'~) 
dichotomies are (kl,k2)-dichotomies. This concept was introduced in [17] and several results 
show its usefulness (see [9,21,22]). 
We consider a q x q matrix-valued function E°(t), t C Z - ,  defined by 
E0(t )=  { I (qxqun i t  matrix), if t=0,  
0 (q x q zero matrix),  if t < 0, 
and moreover, we use the notation }-~ = 0 for s < r. 
Let G(n, 5) denote the Green function associated to equation (2.2), i.e., 
{ T(n,s + 1)P(s + 1), if n -  1 > 5, G(n ,5 )= -T (n ,s+l )Q(s+l ) ,  i f s>n-1 .  
In what follows, we denote by [{(n)](0) the value of {(n) c B~ at 0 C Z -  for any function 
: [no, oo) --+ B~ and anyn  _> no. As usual, a fimction x is k-hounded iff x(n)k(n) -~ is bounded. 
\Ve need the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that equation (2.2) possesses a (kl, k2)-dichotomy which is compensated 
and assumption (H.1) holds. In addition, assume that the condition (H.2) is verified, i.e., 
?)I ~=,,o  (~e_~=~,o k'(s+l)-~h'~(r)tD(s'r)lc~(O) 
\ (H.2) 
+ - T))  < 1, + 
7-~- -  O0  / 
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where ATI := ct(o)-lC3l, 114, and C are the constants of Definition 2.1. Then, for each so- 
lution x(n) of (1.1) on [no, oC), such that Xo is ki-bounded (i = 1,2), there exists a unique 
h';-bounded (i = 1, 2) function ~ : [no, oc ) --. B~ such that 
oo ( ~ no--1 
~(n) = zn + Z a(n's)E° D(S,T)[~(T)](0) + 
8=n 0 T=nO T= -- O0  
D(s, T)[~(n0)](T - no)) • (2.4) 
PROOF. We will prove the result for kl, the result for k2 is similar. Let x(n) be a solution 
of (1.1) such that x. is kl-bounded and denote by X the Banach space of all kl-bounded functions 
rl: [no, oc) --* B~ equipped with the norm Ibllx = SUPn_>~o Ib(n)llkl(n) -1. Moreover, we define 
the operator ft on X by 
oc ( ~ no--1 
(fb])(n) = z,, + Z G(n's)E° D(s,7-)[r](T)](0) + Z 
s=rto T~nO T: - -O0  
D(s, T)[~](no)] (T - no)) • 
Next we will prove that f~ is a contractive operator on X. For % )/E X, we have 
n--1 ~-=n< 
I I (a , j ) (n )  - (~x)(~)ll -< ~(o) -~ ~ liT(n, s + 1)P(s + 1)11 D(S,T)[~7(T) - X(T)](O) 
8=n0 
no- 1 n0) 
+ ~ D(~,~)b(~0)--X(~0)](~-- 
T=--(N3 
C<D T=n~ ° 
"4- OL(0)--I Z I lZ (n ,s+l )Q(s+l ) l l  D(S,T)[~(T) -- )C(T)](0) 
8=n 
no-1 _ T~0) 
+ E D(s,~-)[~(no)--X(no)](T 
T=--O0 
By virtue of the compensation property, we obtain 
I1~, - ~x l lx  ~ ~r l l ,  - x l lx  ~-~ k l (S  -~- 1)-~h(~-)lD(s,7-)la(O) 
7-=n 0 
no- 1 I + Z kl(s+l)- lkl(n°)lD(s'7-)la(n°--T) " 
S=~ 0 T=--c_X) 
Then f~ is a contraction in X by (H.2), and hence, ft has a unique fixed point, say ~, in X. 
Clearly, ~ satisfies relation (2.4). This completes the proof. | 
The following result is a particular case when the projection P = I, for which (H.2) is not 
necessary. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that the solution operator T(n,'c) of equation (2.2) admits the following 
estimate: 
IT(n,T)I _< Mk(n)k(T) -1, ~ _> T, 
and assumption (H.1) holds. In addition, assume that the series ~s~=no k(s + 1)-lw(8) is con- 
vergent, where w(s) = E~-=-~ ID(s, ~-)16(~-) and 
{ k(-,-)o4o), if~- _> no, 
a(-r) = k(~o)o~(~~o - T), if~- < ~o. 
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Then, for each solution x(n) of (1.1) on [no, oo) such that x. is k-bounded, there exists a unique 
k-bounded function ~ : [no, oe) --~ B~ such that 
~(n) =xn+ ~ T(n ,s+l )E  ° D(s,~-)[~(~-)](0)+ E D(s,~-)[~(no)](r-no) . 
8=no T=no T=- -O0 
PROOF. Let L := Mct(0) -1 and denote by Xk the Banach space of all k-bounded functions 7] : 
[no, oo) --* B~ endowed with the norm tl~][Ik = SUpn>no II/](n)llk(n) -1. For aIly • E Xk, let f~ be 
the operator 
(f~r])(n)=Xn+ ZZ T(n ,s+l )E  ° D(S,T)[~(T)](O)+ E D(S,T)[~](no)](T--no) . 
S=7~,O T=n O T=- -OO 
First, we begin by observing that for r/, X E Xk, we have (n, ) 
II(a~)(~) - (ax)(~)llk(~) -~ _< L ~ k(s + ~)-~w(s) 117 - xllk 
• S~no 
s=n 0 
From this, it follows that 
H(Q2r l ) (n ) - - (~2x) (n ) , ,k (n ) - l<_L2(~ k (s+l ) - ]w(s ) (~ k ( i+ l ) - lw( i ) ) )  I ,~-XHk 
ks=no \ i=no 
2 
<---~ .~=no 
L2 -hv(~) b xllk- <_ 7- kO- + 1) - 
T=nO 
In general, proceeding by induction, we can assert hat 
It(f~mr/) (n) - ( f~X) (n) l l  k(n) -1 < m-~. L k(s + n-'w(s) II~l- xlik. 
S=1%0 
The above estimate implies that the operator f~m is a contraction for m sufficiently large. There- 
fore, f~ has a unique fixed point in Xk. II 
We conclude this section with the following. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that a function z : [r, oo) --* Bc~ satisfies the relation 
n- - i  
z(n) = T(n, T)Z(T) + Z T(n, s + l )E°f(s) ,  n ~ T, (2.5) 
8=T 
and define a function y : Z ~ C q by 
; [z(n)](0), i fn  _> ~, 
y(n) (2.6) 
[Z(T)i(n-- T), i fn  < T. 
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Then y(n) satisfies the equation 
y(n + 1) = ~ A(n)K(n  - s)y(s) + f (n ) ,  n >_ T, (2.7) 
8~--OO 
together with the relation y~ = z(n), n > r. 
Pr~ooF. Denote by x(., T, ¢, f) the sol.ution of (2.7) through (r, ¢). From Theorem 2.1 [7], we 
see that x(., r, ¢, f)  satisfes the relation 
~'z--1 
x,,(r, ¢, f) = T(n, r)¢ + E T(n,  s + 1)E° f (s ) ,  n > r. (2.8) 
8:T  
Hence, it follows from (2.5) and (2.8) that 
z(n) = ms(T, Z(T), f ) ,  n >_ r. 
Then 
[z(n)](s) = x(n + s, r, Z(T), f ) ,  
for all s < 0, and 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
From (2.6), (2.10), and (2.11), we get 
y~ = x,~tr, z ( r ) , f ) .  
By (2.9) and (2.12), it follows that 
= z(n) ,  n _> 7. 
Since [z(n)](0) = [yn](0) = y(n) by (2.13), we get 
y(n) = x(n,  r, z(r), f) = x(n, T, YT, f), n _> 7, 
by (2.11) and (2.13). Here x(n , r ,y~, f )  is the solution of (2.7) through (r,y~), and so is y(n). 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is complete. | 
3. ASYMPTOTIC  EQUIVALENCE 
In this section, we are going to study equations (1.1) and (1.2) by proving that under certain 
conditions, there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween weighted bounded solutions of (1.1) and 
its perturbed system (1.2). We have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.i, for any solution x~(n) of (1.1) on [no, oo), 
such that x i. is k<bounded (i = 1, 2), there exists a unique solution yi(n) of (1.2) on [no, oo) such 
that yi is k~-bounded (i = 1, 2) and 
) yi , ,i E ~, = .r n + G(n, s )E  ° D(s, r )y i ( r )  , n > no. . (3.1) 
8~T~ o T~- -O0 
Conversely, for any solution yi(n) of (1.2) on [no, oo) such that y~. is ki -bounded (i = 1, 2), there 
exists a solution x~(.n) of (1.1) on [no, oc) such that z~ is k<bounded (i = 1, 2) satisfying (3.1). 
PROOF. The proof is based on sindlar arguments to those of Theorem 3.1 [9]. We include here 
only the principal ideas. Let y(n) be a solution of (1.2) on [no, to) such that yo is k<bounded. 
Define a function z : [no, oc) --+ B~ by 
8=750 T~--OG \ / 
From (2.3), [7, Theorem 2.1] and (3.2), it follows that z(n) = T(n, n0)z(n0) for any n _> no. 
Define x(n) as in (2.6) with T = no. Applying Lemma 2.3, we see that x(n) is solution of (1.1) 
and :r,~ = z(n), n > no. Using the compensation property and hypothesis (H.2), we can verify 
that x .  is ki-bounded. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. | 
We can consider the version P = I of Theorem 3.1. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Lenmm 2.2, fbr any solution x(n) of (1.1) such that x.  
is k-bounded, there exists a unique solution y(n) of (1.2) sudl that y. is k-bounded, satisfying (3.1) 
with P = I. Conve.rsely, tbr any solution y('~z) of (1.2) such that yo is k-bounded, there exists a 
solution x(,O of (1.1) such that x. is k-bounded, satisfying (3.1) with P = I. 
Now, we establish suitable conditions to obtain asymptotic equivalence between weighted 
bounded solutions of (1.1) and its perturbed system (1.2). 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the hypotheses of" Lemma 2.1 hold. Suppose also that the condi- 
tion (H.3) is verified, i.e., for n > m > no, 
l i ln ~'l(Tf)- IT( 'R, I,~)/)(?,Z) = 0. (H.3) 
Then there is a one--to-one correspondence between solutions xi(n) of (1.1) on [1~0, oo) such 
that x.'i is k<bounded (i = 1,2) and solutions y~('tz) of (1.2) on [no, oo) such that y~. is k<bounded 
(i = 1, 2), and the asymptotic relations 
yi('n,) = :,:i(n) + o(ki(n)), ,~ ~ oo, (3.3) 
hold. 
PROOF. We will prove the case i = 2. Let x(n) be a solution of (1.1) on [no, oo) such that x. 
is k2-bounded. By virtue of Theorem 3.1, there exists a solution y(n) of (1.2) on [no, oc) such 
that y. is k2-bounded, which satisfies (3.1). Let n > m, then 
Y'~ =x~ + E T (m's+l )P (s+ 1)E° D(s, j )y( j )  
s=)%o j=--oo 
where 
+ '~b (n, m),  (3.4) 
'~(n,m) = E T(n 's  + l )P(s  + l)E° m(s, j )y( j )  
, s=vt~ ]:--oo 
An easy computation (taking into account the compensation property and hypothesis (H.2)) 
shows that for m sufficiently large, 
.~(n, m) = o(k2(n)). (3.5) 
On the other hand, let s C 7/, with s < m, then 
T(n,s  + 1)P(s + I) : T(n ,m)T(m,s  + 1)P(s + 1) 
= TO,, , m)P(m)T(m,  s + 1). 
Consequently,  we get; 
1 E T (n ,s  + 1)P(s  + 1)E ° D(s ,w)y( r )  
....... "=-~ (3.6) 
m - 1 . s  
<_ ;~k,(n)-lljT(n,m)P(m)ll ~ ~ I[T(m,s + 1)lllD(s,r)l b(r)l, 
, s=?~ o T=- -O0 
where ~ : ~(O)- 'Ch (m)- 'h ('-~)- Clearly, from expressions (3.4)-(3.6) and applying (H.3), we 
get (3.3). This completes tile proof of Theorem 3.3. | 
We can consider the version P = [ of Theorem 3.2. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 hold. Suppose also that the condi- 
tion (H.3)* is verified, i.e., for n >_ m >_ no, 
lira k(~z)-IT(,G m) ---- O. (H.3)* 
/ z~oo  
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between solutions x(n) of (1.I) such that x. is 
k-bounded and solutions y(n) of (1.2) such that y. is k-bounded, and the asymptotic relations 
y(,~) = x(n) + o(k0~)), ,~ -+ o~, 
hold. 
4. WEIGHTED CONVERGENT SOLUTIONS 
We will use the space Xoo,k, of all functions { : [n0, oc) --+ B~ which are ki-convergent, i.e., 
Z~({)  := l im~oo {(n)ki(n) -1 exists. Xoo,k, is a Banach space with the norm 
II~llk~ = sup H~(n)]lk~(n) -1. 
n~z o 
In this section, we study under certain conditions the existence of ki-convergent solutions of 
equation (1.2). We have the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) System (1.1) possesses a (kl, k2)-dichotomy which is compensated and assumptions (H.1) 
and (H.3) hold. 
(ii) Let wi(n) (i = 1, 2) be a positive sequence such that 
i In(n,r)l~(T) _< w,(n), n _> r~o, 
- / -~_  Oo 
where 
{ k~(~)~(0), i f~ _> ~o, 
~(r )  = k&~0)~(n0 - ~), if~ < n0. 
(iii) 117i ~soo=no ki(s + 1)- lwi(s)  < 1 (i = 1,2), where iVI is the constant of Lemma 2.1. 
(iv) The limits Gi(~) := Z£(Si (* , [ ) )  (i = 1,2) exist for all ~ c B~, where 
oo  
&(,~, ~) = ~ O(n, s )E%(s ,  ~), 
8~gZ o 
no  - 1 
g~(s,¢) = D(s,~)k~(~)¢(0) + ~ D(s,~)k~(no)¢(~-no). 
(4.1) 
Then for any ¢ E P(no)B~, there is a unique solution yi = y~(¢) = y~(n, no, g') (i = 1,2) 
with P(no)!b = ¢ of  equation (1.2) such that ,i i Zoo (y.) exists and is a fixed point of G ~ (uniqueness 
must be understood in the sense that two solutions coincide if they differ in an order o(£i(n)), 
n --+ oo). Moreover, if Z~(n) = T(n, no)PC, then we have the asymptotic formula 
v~,(¢) = z~(,~) + < (~, zg  (~;)) + o(k,:(n)), n -~ oo. (4.2) 
The correspondence yi (¢) +_+ Z¢ is bicontinuous and the application ¢ --~ yi (¢) is continuous. 
PROOF. We will prove the case i = 1. For any { C Xoo,k1, let F be the operator 
(F~)(n) : ~ C(n, s )E°R(s , ( ) ,  (4.3) 
8:n  O 
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where 
no-- 1 
R(s,8,) = D(s,r)[{(r)](O) + 
T ~ rt, 0 T ~ - -  OC) 
The operator  F defined in (4.3) may be rewritten as 
D(s, r)[{(no)](r - no). 
O(3 
(F~)(n) = ~ G(n, s)E ° (n(s, ~) - g l  ( s ,  Z£(~) ) )  -}- S 1 (?Z, zloo(~)) . 
8~n o 
(4.4) 
The hi- l imit of the last term in (4.4) exists by virtue of Hypothesis (iv). The kl- l imit of the 
first term on the right side of (4.4) will be shown to be zero. Initially we show that  R( . ,  ~) - 
gl(O, Z l (~) )  = O(Wl). In fact, let K := suPn>_no [[~(n)kl(n) -1 - Z I (~)[[ ,  then using (ii), it is 
clear that  
IIR(~, ~) g l  (n, ZI({))II < [~[WI (TL)' (4.5) 
From Hypotheses (iii) and (H.3), we obtain that  for c > 0, there exist rq _> no and n2 _> nl  such 
that  
/~/ ~ kl(S q" 1) - 'w l ( s )  < e (4.6) 
- 2K 8~?'t I 
and 
rZl--1 
~l(n)-lllT(n, nl)P(?'tl)ll°~(0) -1 ~ lIT( ?'~l'S q- ])ll 
s=~o (4.r)  
× I IR(s,~)-g,  (s z~(~))[I < ~, 
for n > n2. From expressions (4.5)-(4.7) and taking into account the compensat ion property, 
) <(~0 -~ ~ a(~,.~)E ° (n(~,~) -g ,  (~,Z£(~ ) 
~ q- _/~/K kl(8 -}- 1 ) - lw l ( s )  ~ ~ -}- ~ : £. 
8:n I 
This verifies that  the kl-l imit of the first term on the right side of (4.4) is zero. Therefore, we 
conclude that  
(F~)(n) = & (n, Z£(~) )  + O(kl(n)), n -~ ~.  (4.8) 
For ~, r] E Xoo,kl, a straightforward computat ion shows that  
(4.9) 
We define on Xoo,kl an operator  F by the formula F{ = Z¢ + F{. It is easy to see that  satisfies 
the inequality (4.9). By the contraction principle, F has a unique fixed point z E Xo~,kl, which 
satisfies (2.5) with f(s) = R(s, z). Define y l (n)  as in (2.6) with r = no. Applying Lemma 2.3, 
we can see that  y l (n)  is solution of (1.2) and yl  = z(n), n > no, and it is easy to see yl(n) 
satisfies (4.2). 
In order to prove the uniqueness, it is sufficient to observe that  the map G 1 is contractive 
in Ba.  For {, r /E Ba,  using (ii) and the compensation property, we have 
s,/n /Sl/n kiln,, ( s=no  l/S+ 1/lWl  ,) 
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Letting n --+ oo in the above estimate yields that 
c/)nsequently, fi'om (iii), G 1 has a unique fixed point on B~. 
Finally, to prove the continuity of ~b --+ y l(¢) and the bicontinuity of yl(¢) ~ Z¢, we observe 
that 
1 1 
< (1 + 71)Hyl(01) --  Y l(~52)l lkt  
and  
where  
I]y~(¢l) ~11((752)11~-  -~ ~211@1 -- @2ll, 
1 ( sup I]T(n' n0)P(n0)[[ 
?2 .--  1 -- 71 krz>rzo k l (n )  J " 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. | 
Next, we present an immediate consequence of the previous result. 
COaOLLARY 4.1. I f  system (2.2) possesses a ( kl, k2)-diehotomy which is compensated and As- 
sumptions (H.1)-(H.3) and (iv) of Theorem 4.1 are valid, then the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 
holds. 
PROOF. It follows from the previous result with wi(n) = ~=-oo  [D(n, r) l~i(r) .  | 
REMARK 4.1. The importance of this corollary should not be underestimated, since it will allow 
us to apply Theorem 4.1 (see Example 4). 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
Now we present some examples of the results obtained. We will provide an example to illustrate 
the usefulness of Theorem 3.2. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A1,A2,s ~ R with c > 1, [As[ > 1, and IAI[ e _< iAil. We consider here the 
following nonautonomous difference system: 
x(r~ + 1) = A(n)x(~z), r~ >_ no, (5.1) 
where A(n) is a 2 × 2 matrix given by diag(A?, £~). 
We begin by observing that for any n > T, the solution operator of equation (5.1) is given 
explMtly by 
T(n , r )  = d iag  a~,  A~ . 
\ S~T 8~T 
The projection can be taken as the matrices P(r )  = diag(1,0) and Q(T) = diag(0, 1). A computa- 
tion shows that system (5.1) admits a (kl, k2)-diehotomy which is compensated and satisfies (H.3), 
where 
n-1  n -1  
A/ I :  I, kl(ft) = H I AII~' and k2(r~) = 1-I IA21*. 
s=l  s--1 
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Next, we consider the perturbed ifference system 
y(n + 1) = A(n)y(n) + # 
where B(n) is a 2 x 2 matrix such that 
~-~ d(n)B(n - s)y(s), 
8~- -00  
oo 
]~1(7~0) ~ tB(j)lc~(j) < 1, 
j=0 
and # is a real number and d(s) is a sequence such that 
2c~(0)-11#1 (IAI-~--- 1) s=no 
We observe that 
Id(s)l < 1. 
and 
no--1 
E 
n > no > O, 
~2~(  1 ) j 
]~1( S@ X)-lkl(T)lD(s,T)lct(O) <_ ]#lld(s)[ ~ [B(j)lc~(j) 
"r=no j=0 
~(  1 ) 3 
_< I,IId(s)l 
j=O 
kl(S -t- 1)-lkl(no)lD(s,3-)lct(no - 3-) <_ I#lld(s)l 1 ka(Tt0 ) ~ tB(j)[a(j) 
j=0 
Collecting these expressions, we infer that 
o<3 
8~n 0 
( ~-~ Icl(s + 1)-lkl(T)lD(s,3-)lc~(O) 
T~7~O 
n°-- i  ) 
+ ~ ~I(S ~- 1)-lkl(no)lD(s, 3-)lc~(no - 3-) 
T~- -O0 
) 
= 2~(°)-11~1 ( Ix~- -  1) ~ Id(s)[ < 1. 
8~n o 
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(5.2) 
(5.3) 
hold. 
Next, we will present an application of Theorem 4.1. 
Then Theorem 3.2 establishes that there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween solutions xi(n) 
i is k~-bounded (i = 1, 2) and solutions f (n)  of homogeneous system (5.1) on [no, oc) such that x. 
of (5.2) on [no, oc) such that y~ is k~-bounded (i = 1, 2), and the asymptotic relations 
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EXAMPLE 2. We consider the same nonautonomous difference system given by the preceding 
example with A1,A2, and e as in Example 1. Let d(s) be an arbitrary sequence such that 
the series ~ o  Id(s)lki(s) is convergent. Let B(n) = (B/y) be a 2 x 2 matr ix such that 
oo ~j=0 IB(J)la(J) < 1, and #~ (i = 1, 2) be a real number such that 
(I/~ila(°)-la~) 
~ )  sup Id(n)l < 1, 
~nO 
where a 1 = I/~11 e,  a 2 ~- 1~21. 
The posit ive sequences wi(n) of Theorem 4.1 can be taken as wi(n)  = I~lld(,z)lk,,(,~). We will 
work the case i = 1, the case i = 2 is similar. It is easy to see from this construction that the 
Hypotheses (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. In fact, we get 
ID(n, r)l&l(r) < wl(n) IB(j)la(j) << wl(n) 
r= oo j=0 
and 
oo 
oz(O)-i E kl(S-f-1)-lwl(8) 
0(3 
= I/ZllOg(0) -1  ~ kl(S)]~l(S -Jr- 1)-lld(s)l 
8~T~O 
< sup < 
- (---~-171) ,~>no 
Next, we will see that Condit ion (iv) is satisfied. We have 
where 
:no  
s(r~, ~) = 
8~7~ t~n 
(~ i1(8  -- T )k l (T )~I (0 )  + Bi2(s -- T)kl(T)~2(O)) 
no-1 / 
+ Y~ (B~l (s  - ~)<(n0)~l (T  - ,~o) + B*2(s  - T)kx( ,~o)~2(~ - ,~o)) 
T~--OO 
We obtain the following estimates: 
--~ (])~l](n--1)n/2]~]~ (  'd(S)] ~ -]~l(n)  \ . . . .  o . . . .  o -- T),O~(S -- T) ]~I (T) )  
< ~ ~ Id(s)lkl(S)II~ll, 
8:no 
1 Z )~tl d(s)BlJ(s -- T)]gl(?~o)~J(T -- 
kl(n) s=no r=-oo \t=s+l 
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and 
1 
kl (n)  
-< IAII~/,2IA2I . . . .  
We have that  Z~(S( . ,~) )  = 0. Hence, Theorem 4.1 establishes that for any (b c P(n0)B~, 
there is a unique solution yi(n, no, '~b) with P(n0)~b = 0 of equation (5.2) such that Z~(y i) = O, 
yL(¢) o(~:,(,d) -~ oo. and the asymptotic relations = Z~(n) + n hold. 
EXAMPLE 3. We consider the nonautonomous difference system given by (5.1) where A(n) is a 
matrix defined by diag(a~(n), a2(n)). Let 6~ : g + + (0, +oc),  i = 1, 2 be two sequences and M 
be a positive constant such that 
t t 
(a) 
' 97  T S=T" t 
Hla2(s)1-1 <_ M H g2(s), 
,S~T 8~T 
(b) no _< r _< t; 
(c) lim f l  lal(S)l _ 0 for all r > no; 
n--*oo (~1 (S) 
8~T 
t 
there exists a constant C _> 1 such that H 6t(s)d2(s) <_ C, for all t > r > n0. 
,S - -T  
and # be a real number such that  
~,~-71)  j=o 
A computat ion shows that condition (H.2) is verified. Then Theorem 3.2 is applic~tble to sys- 
tems (5.1)-(5.4). 
(d) 
The projection can be taken as the matrices P(T) = diag(1,0) and Q(T) = diag(0, 1). It is easy 
to see that  the homogeneous system (5.1) admits a (k~, k2)-dichotomy which is compensated and 
satisfies (H.3), where 
n--1 n--1 
~I(T~) : H 6](S) and ]~'2(7") : H (~2(s)--l" 
s=0 8:0 
We consider the following perturbed difference system: 
y(,, + 1) = A(n)y(n) + ~ D0t,  s)y(s), n > no _> 0, (5.4) 
8=- -0O 
where D(s, T) = #d(s)a(T)B(s - T) with 
rain {1, k l (T) - l}  , if T > no, 
~(T) : - (5.5) 
rain {1, k~(,~0)-~}, if,~o - 1 >_ ~ > oo. 
Let B(,n) be a 2 x 2 matrix and d(n) be a sequence such that 
OO 
]B(j)lo~(j) < 1, sup ]d(n)] < oo, 
j=0 r~ rZ0 
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EXAMPLE 4. We consider the nonautonomous difference system given by (5.1) where A(n) is a 
m~ttrix defined by diag(al(n), a2(n)) under the Hypotheses (a) (d) of Example 3 and the per- 
t,m'bed ifference system (5.4) with a(r) given by (5.5) and 
(e) d(.s)=( i: I o~(t)d(s), 
f ....... +1 C~l (t) 
where (l(s) is a sequence and p be a real nunlber such that 
(f) ~up I&~)l < o~, 
Yt ~ gZ o (e )(e ) (g) bt~(°)-~n/~c ki(~ + 1) IB(j)la(j) < 1. 
s=rzo j =0 
From this construction, we have that tlle hypotheses of Corollary 4.1 are satisfied, therefore, 
Theorem 4.1 is applicable. In fact, Condition (iv) of Theorem 4.1 follows fronl the following 
estilnates: 
~:I('l~) s=no r=no \ t=,s+ 
al(t)) d(s)a(T)BlJ(8 - -  T ) I~ I (T )~J (o )  
i 
- \~=, ,o+,  61(t) . . . . .  o k l (S  + i) ~=0 
KII. 
To see this, we note that 
a:l (,Z) lal(~,)l ]d (s ) l  = 
\ t=.s+ 1 \ t=no+l  61(t) ~ l (S  + 1) 
From siinilar computation, we get 
E al  
\ 
(t)) d(s)~O-)B~J(~ - ~-)kl(,~o)~J(~ - ~0 ~ 
/ 
1 
- -  \ t  . . . .  +1  61(~)  s=no kl(S + 1) 3=0 
IB(j)to~(j) II~ll. 
On tile other hand, we obtain that 
,s=rt t=n j=O 
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It follows from similar arguments that 
a2(t) -1 d(s)a( )B2J(s- n0) 
< M2C ~ kl(s + ) 
s=n j=0 
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